An approach to account for the two-dimensional character of collisions of particles inside a relativistic electron bunch and to estimate influence of this factor upon parameters of a beam in a synchrotron is developed.
INTRODUCTION
Processes of mutual scattering of particles inside a relativistic bunch, i.e. the Touschek effect, define to large extent the sizes and lifetime of electron and positron beams in storage rings and colliders at rather low energy. A well-known theory for this effect stated consistently in [ 11 bases on a one-dimensional approximation of two-particle Coulomb interaction. Such approach is practically true for conventional colliders with flat orbits, where the horizontal equilibrium size of the beam exceeds significantly the vertical one. Further development of methods of control over the vertical size with the help of longitudinal and skewquadrupole fields and particularly appearance of the round beam conception [2] , can make the mentioned approximation seem insufficient. The presented work aims at developing an approach to account for the two-dimensional character of particle interaction inside a bunch and estimate its influence upon beam parameters [3] .
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

Main dejnitions
Let list some qualitative considerations clarifying the main difference in description of the processes of intra-bunch particle scattering in a two-dimensional electron beam as compared with a conventional one-dimensional approximation (flat beam). Let designate p = Ip-1 -p'i1/2 the particle momentum in the center-of-mass system (c.m system) moving together with the beam. Generally momenta of the colliding particlesp'; and 6 2 have both horizontal (px) and vertical (pz) components. Similarly to the kinetic gas theory, variance of the momentum p is doubled as compared with the one-dimensional case, if the efficient temperatures by degrees of freedom are equal (ogX = a : z = a:):
< p 2 >= a:. Here temperature for either of the directions of motion is defined by the spread of the corresponding component of the transverse particle momentum, equal for the laboratory (lab) and accompanying (c.m.) systems. Variance growth means a change of the form of the distribution function as to the momentum p and, therefore, regarding the relative velocity of the colliding particles U = 2p/m * nikitins@inp.nsk.su ( m is the electron mass). That must influence the efficiency of the intra-bunch scattering processes as a whole, since the Moller differential cross-section is inversely proportional to the forth degree of U.
It is important most of all to obtain the form of the distribution function f ( p ) that would in a certain way take into account the two-dimensional character of two-particle interaction inside an electron bunch under the condition that the vertical temperature ozz is not small. Note that only in one case, namely when the X -and 2-temperatures are equal, the function f ( p ) takes the form of two-dimensional
One-dimensional case ( ' at beam)
Let the flat electron beam in the synchrotron be characterized by the Gauss distribution of the trajectory angles in the horizontal plane ( X ' ) with the dispersion 0x1. where the designations of the velocity components, u x and uz, are introduced, which in turn are defined as the difference between the components of velocities of particles "1" and "2". We derive the distribution function, assuming that the values v$ and U; are "statistically" independent.
In the mentioned assumption, the probability density for the value Y = u2 is obtained in the following form: 
MODIFIED RATE OF DIFFUSION
Applying the distribution function of two-dimensional approximation, we obtain the modified rate of energy diffusion due to multiple inner scattering, averaged over the ensemble of beam particles in the laboratory system:
Here w is the number of scattering acts per time unit;
< SE2 > -the increment of squared energy averaged over angles; rg -the classical electron radius; xm = p,/a,; p , = pod- Nevertheless, the definitive result on the beam lifetime depends on other parameters, too. In particular, it depends on a p , which also varies with parameter k.
SMOOTH APPROXIMATION
The determinative process in the integrate Touschek effect is the energy diffusion. Losses of particles (lifetime) at a single scattering depend on the steady dimensions of the beam and are in this sense a secondary process. Coupling of oscillations determines the ratio between the transverse sizes, in particular, the parameter k as well as the tilt of beam cross section. Note that their computation can be carried out with the application of radiation processes only.
To find out main particularities of the two-dimensional approach, we will assume that the indicated geometry of beam is set and, for example, may be described in terms of the theory of difference coupling resonance. Besides, we use a smooth approximation for amplitude functions Here the indexes r and t mark the contribution respectively of radiation and Touschek effect. In the smooth approximation, the beam energy spread can be determined from the equation which is similar in the form to that in [ 11: Jm;
Here N is the number of particles in the beam; 0 x 0~ = uPzG/k is the product of transverse beam sizes. The inverse beam lifetime is found from 
CONCLUSION
Taking into account the two-dimensional character of interaction of particles in the Touschek effect, we found a modified form of the function of distribution as to momentum, diffusion rate and loss rate. We constructed universal characteristic functions describing the effect at different values of the coupling parameter and grading into known dependencies in the flat beam limit. It was numerically shown by the example of VEPP4M that the correction to the onedimensional theory may be sensible in the beam energy spread and sizes.
